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ATTN:' Document Control Desk -
Washington,'D.:C.. 20555-

YOGTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING' PLANT
NRC DOCKET 50-425

. OPERATING LICENSE NPF-81
. LICENSEE EVENT REPORT

ESF' ACTUATION RESULTS WHEN TRANSFERRING
0FFSITE POWER SOURCES

Gentlemen:
,

'In.accordance with 10, CFR 50.73, Georgia Power Company hereby submits the
enclosed. report' related :to an event which occurred on July 20, 1989.

Sincerely,

u/M.
W. G. Hairston, III

WGH,III/PAH/gm

Enclosure: LER 50-425/1989-023

.e: Georgia Power Company
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On July 20,1989, non-lE 4160 volt bus 2NA05 was being transferred from
the Reserve Auxiliary Transformer (RAT) to the normal supply from the
Unit Auxiliary Transfomer (UAT), when RAT 2A tripped on a differential
relay lockout. Power was lost to the Train "A" lE bus and various non-lE
buses. The loss of power resulted in a diesel generator start and
actuation of the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) system.

;

An investigation found that a current transformer in the 2NA05 4160V bus
had been ir. properly terminated. The improper termination had gone
undetected because the normally small load carried by the bus was
insufficient to actuate the differential lockout relay under normal
conditions, }iowever, during the transfer, the momentary surge of current.
as both the norma'e and alternate supply creakers were closed was j
sufficient to actuate the relay. The cause of this event is an error in J

the original design.

Corrective action includes correcting the improper termination and
reviewing other breakers in the Units 1 and 2 RATS and UATS for similar
wiring conditions.
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A. REQUIREMENT FOR REPORT

This report is required per 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(iv) because an
unplanned Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) actuation occurred when the
Auxiliary Feedwater System started.

' B.- UNIT STATUS AT TIME OF EVENT

At' the time of this event, Unit 2 was in Mode 1 (Power Operations) at
100% rated thermal power. Other than that described herein, there
was no inoperable equipment that contributed to the occurrence of
this event.

C. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On July 20, .1989, at 1722 CDT, non-safety 4160V bus 2NA05 was being
transferred from Reserve Auxiliary Transformer (RAT) 2A to the normal ~
supply from the Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT), using Procedure
-13425-2, "4160 AC Non-lE Electrical Distribution System". While
performing the transfer, RAT 2A tripped on phase B differential
lockout. Power- was lost to buses 2NA01 and 2AA02 which were still
aligned to RAT 2A. As designed, diesel generator 2A started and
loads were sequenced onto bus 2AA02. The Turbine Driven Auxiliary
Feedwater.(AFW) Pump and the Train A Motor Driven AFW Pump started.
Control room operators took manual control of the Main Feedwater
Regulating Valves and the AFW discharge valves to control steam
generator water levels. Reactor ooter was reduced to 90% while plant
conditions were stabilized. The Turbine Driven AFW pump was stopped
at 1730 CDT. . The Motor Driven AFW Pump was stopped at 1751 CDT.,

At approximately 1732 CDT, the Main Generator High Gas Temperature j
alarm were receivec'. Investigation revealed that Turbine Plant 1
Cooling Water (TPCW) pump #2 discharge valve had not fully opened i
which res'alted in loss of adequate cooling to the connected heat !

loads. . Pump #2 automatically started when power to pump #1 was lost
during the trip of RAT 2A. Power was restored to 4160 volt bus 2NA01
at 1740 CDT by closing the normal incoming breaker. TPCW pump #1 was
restarted and adeque* - Wng was restored. Main generator hydrogen
gas temperature, Main 1-eed Pump Turbine and Main Turbine lube oil
temperatures decreased to normal values.

i
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When the diesel generator started and restored power to the 4160 volt
bus 2AA02, the Digital Rod Position Indication (DRPI) power was
restored. The DRPI display indicated three rods (P6, P10 and B6) in
Control Bank B located at 222 steps versus the group demand position
of 228 steps'. Corrective action was taken by a Standing Order to
ensure that Control Bank B was located at 228 steps. This was
accomplished by stepping the affected rods out to an indicated
position of 238 steps (based on the group step counters), resetting
the group step counters to the physical rod limit of 231 steps, and
inserting the rods to 228 steps.

Diesel generator 2A was stopped at 0139 CDT, on 7-21-89.

D. CAUSE OF EVENT

A work order was initiated to investigate the circuitry. associated
with relay 487RA - phase B, the differential relay for RAT 2A. The
work order determined that the relay was out of calibration, but not
sufficiently to have caused the event. The circuitry back toward the
current transformer (CT) was checked for continuity and grounds with
no problems identified. Subsequent review revealed that breaker
2NA05-01 had an auxiliary current transformer that would have
prevented the tests performed under the work order from adequately
detecting certain problems in the breaker. Further investigation
revealed a discrepancy between the design wiring diagram and the
vendor's breaker internal wiring diagram for the 2NA05 breaker. The
error resulted in the CT being wired incorrectly into the
differential relay. It it believed that the normally small load
carried by bus 2NA05 was ir. sufficient to operate the differential
relaying even with the wiring error. However, with the bus being
transferred, the momentary surge of current as both the normal and
alternate supply breakers were closed was sufficient to activate the
relay. The root cause f or loss of the Reserve Auxiliary Transformer
(RAT) is therefore attributed to an error in the original design.

The loss of the TPCW to the secondary heat loads was caused by
failure of pump #2 discharg2 valve, 2HV-6799, to fully open as the #2
pump started when pump #1 lost power during the event. The cause of
the 2HV-6799 valve's failure to open is still under investigation.

After discussion with vendor personnel familiar with both the rod
control system and the DRPI. it is our engineering judgement that the
three rods involved were positioned at 228 steps before and after the
event and did not change position. When power was restored to the
DRPI, we believe that position indication for Control Bank B simply
reinitialized at 222 steps. Therefore, no actual control rod
movement occurred.
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E. ANALYSIS.0F EVENT ,

Loss of the RATS resulted in the loss of offs _ite power to one of two
trains of safeguards equipment. The unaffected train remained

'~

operable and connected to an offsite power source.- The affected
train experienced an undervoltage condition which initiated start of-

. the associated diesel generator that. restored power to the affected
equipment within- the required time. Equipment on the affected train
remained operable from the emergency power source. Train A safety
related equipment actuated as required and safety related equipment
remained capable of fulfilling their functions. Based on these
considerations, there was no adverse affect on plant. safety or public
health and safety as result of the event.

F. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

1. The improper cable termination to the auxiliary current
transformer in breaker 2NA05-01 has been corrected. A. review of
breakers in both Unit 1 and Unit 2 RATS and UATS for similar.
wiring-conditions was performed and identified this condition as
an isolated case.

2. The TPCW pump #2 discharge valve was tested and was returned to
service. An investigation into the cause of its failure to open
is continuing.

|
3 Control rods showing indication mismatch were repositioned so

that all Control Bank B rods indicated 228 steps.
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G. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. . Failed Components

30'', carbon steel, butterfly valve - manufactured by Fisher
Controls Co.

Model #9220

2. Previous Similar Events

None

'3. Energy Industry Identification System Code:

Auxiliary Feedwater System - BA

Main Feedwater System-- SJ

Feedwater Pump Turbine Lube Oil System - SL

Main Turbine Lube Oil System - TD

Turbine Plant Cooling Water System - KB

Control Rod Drive System - AA

Main Steam System - SB

Main Generator Hydrogen Cooling Sytem - TK

. 4160 VAC '.E Power System - EA I

.. 1 4160 VAC Non IE Power System - EB

i
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